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THE FIFTH PRINCIPLE 
CONCERNING ALLAAH'S ATTRIBUTES 

 
2.5. THEY CAN BE DIVIDED INTO TWO KINDS - PERMANENT,  
        CONTINUOUS ATTRIBUTES AND CHOSEN ACTIONS 
 
Allaah's affirmed Attributes might either be permanent Attributes that He is always to be described with, or 

Actions that He performs when He likes.  

 

His permanent Attributes (������� �	
���), as-sifaat ath-thaatiyyah, are those He never ceases to be described 

with, like having Knowledge, Power, Hearing, Sight, Honor, Wisdom, Highness, and Greatness. Some of 

them are Attributes that are only known to us through His reports (���� �	
���), like His Face, two Hands, 

and two Eyes.  

 

His chosen Actions (  ����
�� �	
��� /���	����� ), as-sifaat al-fi`liyyah, are the actions that related to His Will. If He 

wants, He does them, and if He does not want to do them, He does not do them, like His Ascent over the 

Throne and His Descent to the lowest heaven.  

 

Do we always say that Allaah is rising above His Throne? Notice the difference here: Allaah is the Lofty One 

above His creation. Is He described with this always or sometimes? He is always described with this attribute. 

Allaah is Lofty, and we will never have an occasion wherein we could say: "Allaah is now beneath 

something," or "There are things above Allaah." We have no text to establish anything like this. Allaah's 

loftiness and highness has been established as an attribute that He is always described with.  

 

Now, the act of ascending above His Throne - do we say: "Allaah is always ascending over His Throne," or 

"He continues to ascend above His Throne?" Or is it something that He has done when He liked? It is 

something that He did and is not continually described with.  

 

Also, an Attribute may also be a combination of both a permanent Attribute and a chosen Action, like His 

Speech for example. His Speech is, in a basic and more general understanding, a permanent, continuous 

Attribute, since Allaah, the Exalted, did not stop, nor will He stop speaking.  

 

We can say that because we have many narrations about Allaah speaking, yet we have no narration that says: 

"And Allaah remained silent," or "Allaah stopped speaking." We only have affirmations that Allaah speaks, 

and we have no text and verse that Allaah remained silent. So, to describe Allaah with silence requires a proof 

that we do not have. And to describe Allaah with speech requires a proof, which we have. Since, we have 

many texts regarding the speech of Allaah and we do not have texts regarding silence as an attribute for 

Allaah, we must refrain from attributing silence to Allaah. We must only describe Him with speech. This is in 

the general sense.  

 

How is Allaah's Speech? We do not know the reality of Allaah's speech in each and every situation. We know 

some of the words that He has spoken to some of His creation in some circumstances. Allaah spoke to 

Moosaa. He spoke to the Prophet Muhammad (sallallaahu `alayhi wa sallam). Allaah said to the angels such-
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and-such on such-and-such circumstance. So, we have individual phrases that have been relayed to us by 

Allaah Himself about what He said to some of His creation at certain occasions. These are sifaat fi`liyyah.  

 

So, for example, do we say: "Allaah is speaking to Moosaa permanently?" or do we say: "Allaah spoke to 

Moosaa?" We say that Allaah has spoken to Moosaa and we do not say that Allaah is always described as 

speaking to Moosaa.  

 

With this, the specific things He said are considered chosen Actions, since they are related to His Will - He 

speaks whenever He wants, saying whatever He wants. This can be understood from His Statement:  

 

mÆ��Å��������������Ä��Ã��Â��Á��À��¿�����¾��½����¼�l 

«His affair is such that whenever He wants something, 

He merely says 'Be' and it is.» [Soorah Yaa-Seen (36):82] 

 

And every Attribute that is connected to His Will is in accordance with His Wisdom. This Wisdom may or 

may not be known to us, as we may be unable to grasp it. However, we know with conviction that He does 

not want anything that is not in accordance with His Wisdom. This is alluded to in His Statement:  

 

mt��s��r�������������q��p��o��nm��l��k���j��i��h�l 

«And you will not want to (draw near to your Lord) unless Allaah wants  

that, verily Allaah is All-Knowing, All-Wise.» [Sooratul-Ihsaan (76):30] 

 

In summary, the principle here, is a distinction between sifaat fi`liyyah and sifaat thaatiyyah. An example of the 

latter: Allaah is Great. We always describe Him with this attribute. An example of the former: Descending to 

the lowest heavens. We do not always describe Him with this attribute. We describe Allaah with it in the last 

third of the night as He has informed us of in the speech of His Messenger (sallallaahu `alayhi wa sallam).  

 

Allaah's Wisdom: Is it a sifah thaatiyyah or a sifah fi`liyyah? It is a sifah thaatiyyah. Why? Everything He does and 

says and all of His other attributes are related to His Wisdom. He creates with Wisdom, He fashions and 

shapes with Wisdom, and He brings the rains to the people with Wisdom. He gives some people boys from 

His Wisdom and He gives others girls from His Wisdom. All of the things He does are based on His Divine 

and Perfect Wisdom. So, then, we can never say that something happened during which Allaah was not wise. 

This would be a serious claim made against Allaah. So, Allaah, in each and every instance, is to be described 

with permanent and continuous wisdom.  

 

Allaah's Guidance: "Whoever Allaah guides, none can misguide him. And whoever Allaah lets stray, none can 

guide him." The Messenger (sallallaahu `alayhi wa sallam) was distressed at the loss of his uncle Aboo Taalib, 

and Allaah consoled him, saying:  

 

mih��g��f��e�������d��c��b��a��`��_�l 

«Verily! You (O Muhammad sallallaahu `alayhi wa sallam) guide not  
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whom you like, but Allaah guides whom He wills.» [Sooratul-Qasas (28):56] 

 

So, Allaah negated that the Messenger (sallallaahu `alayhi wa sallam) could guide, i.e. make someone accept the 

truth. (Not the guidance of teaching, however, because he was a guide, i.e. he taught the people and showed 

them the legislation). This is only for Allaah. So, we can say: with regard to specific individuals and instances, 

Allaah does not guide every single person. Allaah lets some people to stray. So it would be a sifah fi`liyyah.  

 

We can also say, from a more broader sense however, that Allaah is guiding someone in each and every 

situation or that Allaah is always guiding the people in some capacity. So here, from a broader sense, we can 

say it is a sifah thaatiyyah, without a specific mention to individuals. We do not say, however, that Allaah is 

always guiding Yoosuf, but we can say that Allaah is constantly guiding His creation in a general way.  

 

ar-Rahmaan (the Extremely Merciful) and ar-Raheem (the Bestower of Mercy):   

 

mæ��å��ä��ã�l 

«And He is Ever Merciful to the believers.» [Sooratul-Ahzaab (33):43] 

 

The Rahmah (i.e. ar-Raheem) that is specific to the believers on the Last Day can be called sifah fi`liyyah. It is not 

for everyone. It is reserved to the believers who have believed in Him and it is the mercy that He will give 

them on the Last Day.  

 

ar-Rahmaan denotes the attribute of perfect mercy in an all-encompassing way. It is the mercy that is shown to 

even the disbelievers. It is the mercy that each person receives, constantly, day and night. His heart beats 

while he sleeps and his lungs breath in air and keep him alive. All of this is from the mercy of Allaah (ta`aala). 

Each and every person's provisions have been laid out for him for his entire life. 

 

So, there is a kind of mercy that is all-encompassing, constant and permanent. It is constantly reaching the 

creation and affecting them in each and every way, day and night. This mercy never stops. And there is a kind 

of mercy that some people will receive in the Hereafter and some will not based on their adherence to 

Allaah's orders to worship Him alone. The people who worshipped Allaah alone and did not associate others 

in their worship, will receive the specific mercy of Allaah that is for the Hereafter. It could be in the form of 

entering Paradise initially and it could be absolute forgiveness from all sins. It could be in the form of being 

punished in the fire, taken out of it, then being allowed to go into the Paradise. In any of those cases, a 

person will receive specific mercy that is not available to the non-Muslims.  

 

So the Mercy that reaches all of the creation is a sifah thaatiyyah and the Mercy that is specific to the believers 

is a sifah fi`liyyah.  
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